Jo6 crask}lna[ysis
Employer:
Occupation:

Stanislaus County

Probation Corrections & Supervising Probation
Corrections Officer

Oassification:
Company Contact:

I, II, Ill, & SPCO
Risk Management

1010 lOih Street
Modesto, California 95354
(209) 525-5770
Date:
Analysis Provided By:

October 2009; May 2015
Lyle Andersen. PT, CWCE
Andersen Physical Therapy, Inc.
1917 Coffee Road
Modesto, California 95355
(209) 549-4626

INIRODlJCIIQN:
A complete job description is available through Stanislaus County Human Resources. The environmental factors,
physical and functional demands for this Job Task Analysis were documented by Andersen Physical Therapy, Inc. The
methodology for documentation consisted of on-site visits, lL'>ing various measuring devices such as dynamometers and
scales, as well as observation and interviews with employees and managers. A detailed record was made of the physical
and functional demands of the job in temlS of force pounds, weight, frequency, height, distance, anthropometric
measurements, stamina, and degrees of range of motion. The determination of the frequencies of functional activities is
based on standards provided by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (N IOSH) and the Work
Practice Guide for Manual Lifting (U. S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service).
The Job Task Analysis rs organized as foll ows: General work description; safety requirements; equipment ;
environmental factors; and physical/functional demands.
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The ft'Pmu>nr•u of the
the errm~<"lvt'e

job tasks that

The Probation Corrections and Supervising Probation Corrections Officer classifications are California State
Penal Code Section 830.5. Under the
of the r~,,~<>rrrn.,nt
Peace Ofticers as defined
Probation Corrections Officer I, II, III & SPCO is
for the care and
of
juvenile custodial
and for
other related duties as
the Human Resources

of Stanislaus.

Safety Requirements: All employees are required to observe company
individual and collective
in addition to avoiding unnecessary risk
property.

v'"'A"'""""' and standards to insure

co-workers, customers, and

Eguil!ment:
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

HL
19.
20.
21.
22.
""V'

...:;..~).

24.

Ankle restraints
Binders
Book cart
Books
Boxes
Camera
CD player
Cellular phone
Chairs, folding
Cleaning supplies
Clothing items
Computer
Control panel
Copy machine
DVD Player
Electric monitoring equipment
Equipment duty belt
Facsimile machine
File cabinets
Fingerprinting equipment
Firearm
Fire
Flashlights
Food cart

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47 .
48.

Food items
Food trays
Gates
Gloves
GPS Navigation Equipment
Handcufts
Handheld radio
Hole punch
Keyboard
Keys
Ladders
Laundry cart
Medical supplies
Oleorsin capsicum (o.c.) spray
Panel buttons
Plumbing supplies
Restraints
Rope
Staplers
Television/Remote controls
Trash cans
Vacuum
Vehicle
machine
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ENYURQN~1ENTALFACT0RS

The following percentages are given in terms of an eight-hour workday:

Seldom=
Occasional

I%3% 33%

E~VIRONMENTAL

Freqnent
Constant

34% 66%
67%- 100%

MAXL.\IUM

FACTORS

FREQUENCY
Unprotected

Not Applicable

2.

Being around moving machinery: tra11ic .....

Frequent

3.

Exposure to marked changes in temperature and humidity: outside temperatures may
seasonally vary between 28-110

Not Applicable

4.

Exposure to dust, fumes, smoke, gases, or other initating substances (specify):

Not Applicable

5.

Driving: vehicle ................................................................................. .

Frequent

6.

Exposure to excessive noise: ........................... .
Firearm; Hearing protection is available

Seldom

7.

Exposure to radiant or electrical energy: .............. .

Not Applicable

8.

Exposure to solvents or chemicals: ......... .
Refer to AlSDS document

Seldom

9.

Exposure to slippery or uneven walking surfaces: ..
Wet, Ice. Undeveloped Ground

Occasional

l{t

Working below grmmd: ................... .

Not Applicable

lL

Unusual

Seldom

12.

with

firearm ............. ..

Seldom

Excessive vibration:
Seldom
15.
with others:

16.

Constant
Constant
Constant
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tasks the

PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Y!atcrial Handling
Repetitive & Static Work

SELDOM

OCCASIO!'iAL

1-4 Reps
1-4 Reps
l-50 Reps

5-32 Reps

Reps

251-LOOO Reps

Reps

251-2.000 Reps
251-2.000 Reps
l ,00 l-20,000 Reps

and arm musculature.

0-10 pounds:
U-2S pounds:
26-35 pounds:
36-50 pounds:
51-75 pounds:
76-100 pounds:

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT
Occasional
Occasional

Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom

Maximum Force:

100 Pounds

Assistive Devices: 4-Wheeled Cart, Hand Tmck. Additionally, one or more person(s) assistance is available \Vith forces
greater than 100 pounds.

Comments: Pushing is utilized \vith activities such as retrieving, returning, storing, adjusting, moving and/or
transporting equipment and supplies (e.g. door, cart). The employee exerts up to 100 pounds of force in a horizontal
plane from waist to shoulder height of a distance up to 600+ feet when performing job tasks
cart to/from
commitment facility, juvenile hall; up to 15-pounds of force required to open/close door, file and drawer; containment,
restraining take-down; detensive tactics requiring up to 100+ pounds of force).
:!::.!!~!!!·Pulling activities may require use ofthe

0-10 pounds:
U-25 pounds:
26-35 pounds:
36-50 pounds:
51-75 pounds:
76-100 pounds:

back in conjunction with leg and arm musculature.

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT
Occasional
Occasional
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Maximum Force:

2 and 4-Wheelcd Cart. Hand Truck.

100 Pounds
one

more
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0-10
U-25 pounds:
26-35 pounds:
36-50
51-75 pounds:
76-100 pounds:

Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Not

Assistive Devices: One or more

Maximum Force:

75 Pounds

assistance is available with

greater than 75 pounds.

Comments: A stand-up lift is utilized with activities such as
moving and/or
transporting
and supplies (e.g.
food co11tamer, trash). The employee lifts items weighing
berween less than 1 pound and 75
when
job tasks
document, file; case of copy paper; garbage;
up to 35-pound portable bed; one end of 65-pound folding table; 5-gallon
40-pound milk crate; 30-pound bed
collateral agency and/or colleague
mattress; collectively lifting up to 200+ pound youth when supporting and/or
in confrontation, defensive tactics, take-downs, containment and/or arrest). Sale
is per(ormed
utilizing a
back.
posture ofpartial squatting and a

LEVEL l.JY[: Lifting weighted objects from between waist and chest height levelfor a maximum horizontal
distance ofup to four feet.
0-10 pounds:
U-25 pounds:
26-35 pounds:
36-50 pounds:
51-75 pounds:
76-100 pounds:

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT
Occasional
Occasional
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Not Required
Maximum Force:

75 Pounds

Assistive Devices: 2 and 4-Wheel Cart, Hand Truck. Additionally, one or more person(s) assistance is available with
weights greater than 75 pounds.

Comments: A level lift is utilized 'N'ith activities such as retrieving, returning. storing,
moving and/or
transporting equipment and supplies (e.g. youth, bed. table, tood container, trash). The employee lifts items weighing
when
tasks
docnments
case
paper; garbage;
berween less than I pound and 75
up to 35-pound portable bed; one end of 65-pound folding table;
40-pound milk crate; 30-pound bed
bottles of
lifting up to 200~ pound youth
mattress; 5-pound fire
defensive
when
and/or
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between

0-10 pounds:
11-25
pounds:
36-50 pounds:
51-75 pounds:
76-100 pounds:

distance

Occasional
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Not '""'"'u''"u

Assistive Devices: 2 or 4-Wheel
greater than 75

Maximum Force:
Hand Truck.

75 Pounds
one or more

assistance is available with

Comments: Weight carry is utilized \vith activities such as
returning,
andtor
transporting equipment and supplies
youth, bed, table, food container,
The employee carries items weighing
documents, files; case of copy paper;
between less than I pound and 75 pounds between when performing job tasks
up to 35-pound portable bed; lift and drag one end of 65-pound folding table; 30-pound bed mattress; 5-pound tire
extinl:,ruisher, !-gallon bottles of cleaning solution; collectively carrying up to 200+ pound youth when supporting and!or
asststJlng collateral agency and/Or colleague in confrontation, defensive tactics, takc-dovvn, containment and/or

QVERHEAD LIETIPIJLI. DOWN: Lifting weighted object from/to cltest and overhead height leveL

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT
0-10 pounds:
11-100 pounds:

Seldom
Not Required

Maximum Force:

10 Pounds

Assistive Devices: A vertical ladder, step ladder or step stool is available to bring items to eye or shoulder level.
Additionally, one person assistance is available with weights greater than I 0 pounds.
Comments: Overhead lift/pull dmvn is utilized with activities such as retrieving, returning, storing, adjusting, moving
andtor transporting equipment and supplies (e.g. youths personal items, food, stock room items). The employee lifts
items weighing between less than l pound and 10 pounds to a maximum height of72 inches when performing job tasks
(e.g. storage shelves, cabinets). Variables to overhead reaching will he the employee's height and anthropometric
reach

MAXIM.UM
FREQUENCY:

Seldom

Comments: Overhead reach is perfonned to a maximum
and/or
and ,m,J"'"·-0
~·V'U""·"' located on overhead shelves and
shoulder
reach

games,

stool may be utilized to
and
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MAXIMUM

ne1'tm'1Y!c•n

and/or

up to a maximum distance of
customers and ~UtJP'"''''
defensive

MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:

Seldom

Comment5: Stooping is utilized when
job tasks
search for controlled
weapons, stolen
property; documents stored on lower shelves; pat-downs, defensive
containment, applying handcutis; application
of electronic monitoring device). Variable to
will he the P»:mJ,·n,r•r>'<
of the head, trunk and
knees can be minimized or avoided
or bending
when performing job task:s.

MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:

Seldom

Comments: Squatting is perfomJed when perfom1ing job tasks (e.g. evidence search of contraband, weapons search,
containment, pat-do'Nn). Squatting may be minimized or avoided by substituting alternate positions ol bending, hall
kneeling, or kneeling. Partial squatting is a nnJJvrre·r,

FORWARD BEND:

MA.XIl\r[(JM
FREQUENCY:

Occasional

Comments: Bending torward at the waist is nPt'fr.,.,,,,rl
evidence search of "''''""'"'"'"

alternate

MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:
Comments:

evidence search of
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MAXI~IUM

Seldom
tasks (e.g.
weapons

MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:

Seldom

Comments:
is required
containment, medical response).
~mwnnna or

MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:

tasks

Not Required

Comments: Crawling is not required to pertonn job tasks.

STAIRCUMB:
MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY:

Occasional

Comments: Stair climb is required in order to perfom1 job tasks (e.g. to/from the departmental structures, youth
residence, school, commercial building during field activities/visits; check youth's home arrest monitoring equipment
strapped to lower leg). Employees
in unit 5 or 6 climb stairs
storr rooms up to 24+ episodes per
work shift. Elevators are available in public buildings..

LADDER CUMB:
MAXIMUM
FREQIJENCY:

Not Required
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Comments:

ll

tasks

IS ""''·tm-rnc•rl

transport

drive
court appearance. field interview,
control communication

MAXIl\fUM
FREQUENCY:

Comments: Static standing is performed for a maximum of 15-minute intervals when """ctrvrrr"'""
interview with youth;
with collaborating agency and
counter; monitor food service line, tamily visits).

MAX.IMUM
FREQLIENCY:

field
surveillance mcmttonng; booking/release

Constant

Comments: Good balance is required tor safe walking, standing, climbing, reaching and lifting.

BAND/FOOT CONTROl.:
MAXII\fUM REQU.IREMENT
HAND:
Right:
Left:
Both:
Either:

FOOT:
Right:
Left:
Both:
Either:

Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
1'\ot Required
Occasional
Seldom
Not Required
1'\ot Required

Comments: Hand controls arc utilized to operate
Foot controls are utilized

to

operate
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Simple

Finn
Fine Manipulation:
Jl'}\i'PflFI»nn Coordination:
Hand/Foot Coordination:
returning,
Comments.·
and coordination activities are
when
moving
door).
and/or
and
(e.g. desktop
weighing less than 5 pounds; weapon
Simple grasping is utilized to perfonn job tasks
lift and manipulate
pat-down, drive vehicle, desktop
Firm grasping is utilized to
job tasks
tactics, restraining youth,
containment).
Fine manipulation is utilized to perform job tasks
handwTite, keyboard, mouse, door key, t1nger print, control
panel operation; page tum, sort, file; firearm).
Eye/hand coordination is utilized to perfonn job tasks (e.g. handwTite, keyboard, mouse, door
finger print, control
panel operation, page tum, sort,
drive vehicle; fiream1).
Hand/foot coordination is utilized to perform job tasks
drive vehicle).
Depending on individual hand dominance, one hand may be used more frequently than the other when pe!/ormingjob
tasks.

Static Neutral Position:
Flexing:
Rotating:
Extending:

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Seldom

Comments: Neck movement is required when performing
tasks (e.g. drive vehicle; desktop work; surveillance;
supcrvtslon; contraband search). Participating in observation
environment
conditions. Full cervical range o[motion is
to
tasks.
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Stanislaus County
JOB TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY

FREQUENCY DEFI:"'ITIONS

SELDOM

FREQUENT

Percent of the Day
1-4 Reps
1-4 Reps
Reps

5-32 Reps
5
Reps

33-250 Reps
33-250 Reps
251-1,000 Reps

251-2,000 Reps
251-2,000 Reps
LOOI-20,000 Reps

that were obtained for the position of:

The

PROBATION CORRECTIONS OFFICER I, II, Ill & SPCO

Functional Activities

Maximum
Requirements

Functional Activities

Maximum
Requirements

Push

100 pounds

Stair Climb 1

Pull

100 pounds

Ladder Climb

Stand Up Lifi

75 pounds

LevelLifi

75 pounds

Weight Carr/

75 pounds

Overhead Lift/Pull Down

10 pounds

Occasional
Not Required

1

Frequent

Sit1

Frequent

Walk

Frequent

Stand
Balance

1

Constant

Overhead Reach 1

Seldom

Hand Controi

Occasional

Forward Reach 1

Frequent

Foot Controi

Occasional

Stooi
Squat
Forward Beni
Twist

1

1

Seldom

Simple Grasp

Seldom

Firm Grasi

Occasional

Fine 1Vanipulation1

Occasional

1

Eye/Hand Coordination

Turn 1

Seldom

Hand/Foot Coordination 1

Kneei

Seldom

Cervical (neck) Movement1

Crawl

Not

Frequent
Occasional
Frequent

Frequent

